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Abstract The eStream cipher proposal Trivium outputs an XOR sum of six
internal state bits. These in turn are obtained from 18 bits linearly, plus six
ANDings of two bits each.

We show that 4 of the 18 linear terms cancel between themselves.
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The eStream cipher proposal Trivium [1] has a 288 bit register with bits s1, . . . s288.

After 1152 cycles of setting up the system, each new cycle outputs the combination

OUT (t) = s66(t) ⊕ s93(t) ⊕ s162(t) ⊕ s177(t) ⊕ s243(t) ⊕ s288(t).

We have s66(t) = s1(t − 65), except at sites 1, 94, and 178, (only shifts). In turn

s1(t − 65) = s243(t − 66) ⊕ s288(t − 66) ⊕ s69(t − 66) ⊕ (s286(t − 66) ∧ s287(t − 66)),

similarly
s93(t) = s1(t − 92) = · · · ⊕ s69(t − 93) . . . .

Finally, we need s162(t) = s94(t − 68) by shifting and then

s162(t) = s94(t− 68) = s66(t − 69)⊕ s93(t − 69)⊕ s171(t− 69)⊕ (s91(t− 69) ∧ s92(t− 69)).

Notice now that
s69(t − 66) = s1(t − 135) = s66(t − 69)

as well as
s69(t − 93) = s1(t − 162) = s93(t − 69),

in other words, 4 of the 18 linear terms (22%) cancel out between themselves.

The annoying equalities are 162−(94−66) = 66−(1−69) and 93−(1−69) = 162−(94−93),
where the leading term is the output site, and the parentheses cover the feedback taps.
Both simplify to 69 − 1 = 162 − 94 = 68.

“Never use a distance twice.”

Advertisement This might be one reason, why the AIDA attack (see [2]) is successful
at least up to 640 bits into the setup length of Trivium.
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